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Background
Strawberries are grown in the
Mediterranean region in unheated tunnels. This does
improve productivity (and
product quality) with respect to
open field culture. However, the
inability to control temperature
remains the major limit to the
length of the productive period.
In particular, the autumn
growing season is limited by first
frost and the spring cycle by
early hot days.

Figure 1. Typical growing system for strawberries in the Mediterranean region.

Figure 4. Minimum Autumn night-time temperature at the Italian mountain site. A thermic
cover (low transmission of thermal radiation) has a limited effect, whereas an energy screen
(thanks to its thermal properties) would be much better. Preventing air exchange has the
largest effect for a single measure. When coupled to an energy screen it could delay freezing by
six weeks.

Objective

Results: spring growing season

We investigated which means, short of heating or cooling, could be
applied to lengthen both growing cycles, in two different regions: the
Algarve in Portugal and a mountain area (about 800 m.a.s.l.) in
Northern Italy.

 A non-thermic cover lowers average temperature by 1oC at both

Method






sites (not shown)
Shading reduces temperature, but lower light is less production
Improving air exchange has a better effect
Roof sprinklers hardly cool inside
Fogging has the most effect (never more than 35oC)

 Adapt an existing greenhouse
climate model (KASPRO) to
simulate conditions for
strawberry tunnels
 Validate the model with external and internal climate data
collected at the Italian site
 Run scenarios to evaluate
effect of pre-selected
modifications for extending:
 the autumn growing period
(delaying cold/frost)

 the spring growing period
(delaying excessive heat)

Figure 2. Results of the validation: measured
and calculated temperature (above) and
humidity (below) inside the tunnel.

Figure 5. Maximum daytime temperature in the spring growing season at the Italian site.
Evaporative cooling, provided inside the tunnel and coupled to good ventilation, is the most
effective method. The same results were obtained also for the Algarve, Portugal (not shown).

Results: autumn growing season

Conclusions

Lengthening the autumn cycle was only relevant for the Italian site.
The model predicted that preventing night-time ventilation alone could
delay first frost by 3 to 4 weeks, and coupled to the use of an energy
screen up to six weeks.

Relatively simple improvements to the fittings of the tunnel can have
very significant effects on the length of growing season. The cover
material should be a non-thermic film, coupled to a movable energy
screen. There should be good and adaptable ventilation.
Such model-based analyses make it possible for growers to weigh the
costs and benefit of possible investments in technology and prioritize
them.
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